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Abstract 
 

How to make people keep both the confidentiality of the sensitive data and the privacy of their 

real identity in communication networks has been a hot topic in recent years. Researchers 

proposed privacy-preserving authenticated key exchange protocols (PPAKE) to answer this 

question. However, lots of PPAKE protocols need users to remember long secrets which are 

inconvenient for them. In this paper we propose a lightweight three-party privacy-preserving 

authentication key exchange (3PPAKE) protocol using smart card to address the problem. The 

advantages of the new 3PPAKE protocol are: 1. The only secrets that the users need to 

remember in the authentication are their short passwords; 2. Both of the users can negotiate a 

common key and keep their identity privacy, i.e., providing anonymity for both users in the 

communication; 3. It enjoys better performance in terms of computation cost and security. The 

security of the scheme is given in the random oracle model. To the best of our knowledge, the 

new protocol is the first provably secure authentication protocol which provides anonymity for 

both users in the three-party setting. 
 

 

Keywords: Authenticated key exchange, privacy-preserving, three-party protocol, smart 

card 
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1. Introduction 

People focus on two things when communicating in the open networks. One thing is the 

sensitive data they sent. They do not want unauthorized people to read their secret. 

Authenticated key exchange (AKE) protocol plays an important role in modern 

communications to protect the sensitive data of the communication parties. Lots of AKE 

protocols which have strong security and good performance have been proposed in recent 

years, such as Internet Key Exchange (IKE) [1] and MQV [2], etc. The other thing that people 

focus on is their privacy. People pay more and more attention to the identity privacy in recent 

years. When communicating with others they do not want to leak their real identity to 

unauthorized people. In Global Mobility Network (GLOMONET) the mobile users do not 

want to leak their roaming line either since someone may locate them if the roaming line is 

leaked. Lots of AKE protocols which can provide privacy of the communication parties were 

proposed. The AKE protocols with such property are often called privacy-preserving 

authenticated key exchange (PPAKE) protocols. Aiello et al. [3] proposed two PPAKE 

protocols which can protect the privacy of the initiator and the responder respectively. They 

called the schemes JFKi and JFKr. Cheng et al. [4] proposed an efficient two-party AKE 

protocol with unilateral identity privacy in ID-based cryptosystem. Meanwhile a formal 

security analysis was given in a modified Bellare-Rogaway security model [5]. Considering 

the identity privacy in global mobility networks, Lee et al. [6] proposed an authentication 

scheme with anonymity. 

Although these PPAKE protocols were proposed most of them need the user to  remember a 

long private key. It is inconvenient for the user. So researchers use a human-memorable 

password to accomplish the authentication and key exchange which is called password 

authenticated key exchange (PAKE). Lots of PAKE protocols have been proposed [7-9] based 

on the fundamental work of Bellovin-Merritt [10]. However, there are two limitations in 

PAKE protocols. One is that people prefer to remember few passwords to complete 

communication but not many. When it comes to the scenario where a user wants to 

communicate with many other users, the passwords that the user should remember will be 

linear in the number of the communication partners. The other is how can privacy of the 

communication parties be protected in PAKE protocols. Lots of researchers were committed 

to slove these two limitations [11-21], however, these works either conider one of the 

problems [11-16] or need complicated computation cost [17].  

In order to protect both the confidential data and privacy of the communication parties in the 

open networks, in this paper, we propose a lightweight three-party privacy-preserving 

authentication key exchange (3PPAKE) protocol using smart card. The advantage of the 

proposed protocol is that it cannot only protect the privacy of the initiator but also the 

responder. The security of the 3PPAKE protocol is given in the random oracle model. The 

high performance in communication cost and computation cost is shown compared with the 

related schemes. The trick used in the scheme may provide a new way in designing 

privacy-preserving authenticated key exchange protocols. 

In Section 2, we review the previous work in solving the limitations mentioned above. In 

Section 3, we present a security model for the 3PPAKE protocol. In Section 4, we describe the 

3PPAKE protocol we proposed. We then give the security analysis and the performance of our 

scheme in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we make a conclusion of this paper. 
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2. Related Work 

Researchers pay much attention to address the two problems in PAKE protocols, i.e., reducing 

the number of the passwords that people need to remember and providing privacy-preserving 

property in PAKE protocols. In order to address the first problem, three-party password-based 

authenticated key exchange (3PAKE) protocols have been proposed. In 3PAKE protocols, 

each user only needs to share a password with a trusted server then two users can complete the 

communication with the help of the server. Lots of 3PAKE protocols have been proposed due 

to their convenience for the users [11-13]. The first formal treatment of 3PAKE protocols was 

provided by Abdalla et al. [13]. In [13], Abdalla et al. proposed a generic three-party 

password-based protocol. Actually, it works as a compiler which can transform any secure 

two-party password-based protocol into a secure three-party password-based protocol. 

However, Wang et al. [14] found Abdalla et al.'s scheme vulnerable to the undetectable on-line 

dictionary attack since the server did not authenticate the user during the protocol execution. 

Wang et al. [14] added a confirming message on the scheme of [13] to provide an explicit 

authentication between the server and the user and proposed a new generic 3PAKE protocol. 

Although 3PAKE protocols can address the first problem proposed above, it is nontrivial to 

address the second problem in password only scenario, i.e., providing privacy-preserving 

property. Meanwhile, there is also a drawback of 3PAKE protocols mentioned above that all 

the users’ passwords must be stored in the server. So once the server is corrupted then all the 

users’ passwords will be leaked. In addition, users often use the same password in multiple 

applications so if the password is leaked from one application the other applications will be 

corrupted either. It is very dangerous for the users. In such case, a human memorable password  

combined with a smart card is used in authentication and key exchange protocols to achieve 

secure communication. The password and the smart card mechanism can not only solve the 

problem of storing the password in the server but also provide privacy-preserving property. 

Juang et al. [15] proposed a robust and efficient anonymous two-party password authenticated 

key agreement scheme using smart card. It possesses many properties compared with the 

PAKE protocols using smart card, such as identity protection, low computation for smart card, 

no password table and it is secure even if the smart card was lost. However, Sun et al. [16] 

found the authentication scheme in [15] was vulnerable to the denial-of-service attack. An 

improvement of [16] was proposed by Sun et al. [16]. Recently, Li et al. [17] found the 

improved scheme in [16] was  vulnerable to dictionary attack and key compromise 

impersonation attack when the smart card was lost. An effcient  PAKE protocol was also 

proposed in [17].  Considering the privacy-preserving property in three-party PAKE protocol, 

Juang et al. [18] proposed the first 3PAKE protocol using smart card which can provide the 

privacy of both communication parties. It addresses the problem that how can make a PAKE 

protocol provide the security for the sensive data while achieving the privacy for both of the 

users in three-party setting. The 3PPAKE protocol in [18] enjoys all the security properties of 

smart card authentication. However, Juang et al. did not give a formal security proof of their 

PPAKE protocol and the pairing operations were used in [18] which leaded the computation 

cost a bit high. Recently, Lee et al. [19] proposed a  three-party password-based authenticated 

key exchange protocol with user anonymity using extended chaotic maps which gave a new 

way to provide both the confidentiality of the sensitive data and the privacy of the users. 

3. Security Model 

Before introducing the security model, we need to introduce the dictionary attack in password 
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authentcation first. 

3.1 Dictionary Attack 

The dictionary attack which is also called the password guessing attack is a special attack to 

password authentication key exchange protocol. The adversary can guess the user’s password 

since the password space is small. It is usually divided into two kinds of dictionary attack. 

 Online  dictionary attack. The adversary attempts to impersonate the user to guess 

the user’s password in an online interaction with the server. The correctness of 

his/her guess can be verified using the response from the server. A failed online 

password guess will be detected by the server or the user. This attack is inevitable 

since one can always guess other person’s password even if the protocol is well 

designed. One solution to solve this problem is to limit the number of the password 

re-entered. 

 Offline dictionary attack. The adversary can verify the correctness of  his/her 

password guess  offline by the transcript of the protocol. This attack is a great threat 

to the password authenticated key exchange protocols. 

3.2 Formal Model 

The security model is based on BPR model proposed by Bellare et al. [23].  Each participant in 

the  protocol P is either a client U or the trusted server S. Two users ,A B U will authenticate 

each other and agree on a session key with the help of S. During the execution of P, each of U 

and S may have many instances and one time of the protocol execution is called an instance. 

We also call instance i of  U as an oracle, and denote it i

U . At the beginning of the protocol 

each user shares a password PW  with the server and holds a smart card. The password is 

chosen from a small dictionary Password whose distribution is PWD . We assume there is an 

adversary A  that has complete control over the network, and tries to break the privacy of the 

session key. A  can get access to the oracles and interact with them via the following queries: 

Execute ( , ,i j k

A B S   ): This query models passive attacks. The adversary A  gets access 

to honest executions between the instances ,i j

A B   and k

S  by eavesdropping. 

 Send ( / ,i k

U S m  ): This query models active attacks. Upon receiving the message m, 

oracle /i k

U S   executes the protocol and responds with an outgoing message  or a decision to 

indicate accepting or rejecting the session. If /i k

U S   does not exist, it will be created as an 

initiator, or as a responder otherwise. 

 Reveal ( i

U ): If the oracle has not accepted, it returns ⊥; otherwise, it reveals the session 

key as the answer. 

Corrupt (U, password): Returns the password of U to A . 

Corrupt (U, smart card): Returns the secret information stored in U’s smart card to A . 

Test ( /i j

A B  ): When receiving this query, a fresh oracle(define later) /i j

A B  , as a 

challenger, randomly chooses b  and responds to this query with the session key, if 1b  , or a 

random value from the distribution of the session key if 0b  . The Test query can only be 

asked once. 
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When the adversary receives the answer of the Test query from the challenger, he/she can 

continue querying the oracles except that it cannot reveal the test oracle /i j

A B   or its partner 

/j i

B A   (we define the partner of /i j

A B   as the oracle which has matching conversations to 

/i j

A B   and we assume 
i

A  and 
j

B  are partners to each other). Finally the adversary 

outputs a guess 'b . If 'b b , we say that the adversary wins. We use the session ID which can 

be the concatenation of the messages in a session to define matching conversations, i.e., two 

oracles i

A  and j

B  have matching conversations to each other if they have the same session 

ID. 

Definition 1 Fresh oracle An oracle i

U  is fresh if (1) i

U  has accepted; (2) i

U  is not being 

asked by the Reveal query; (3) there is no  oracle '

j

U , which has had a matching conversation 

to i

U ,  being asked by the Reveal query;(4) if Corrupt (U, password) is asked to U then 

Corrupt (U, smart card) is not allowed to be asked to U and vice versa. 

Definition 2 AKE-Security A password-based authenticated key exchange protocol is said to 

be AKE secure if for any polynomial time adversary A  the following equation holds: 

( )
( ) 2 Pr[ ' ] 1 ( )ake s

P

O q
Adv b b neg k

N
    A                                        (1) 

Where sq  is the number of the Send query, N  is the the size of the password dictionary and 

( )neg l  is a negligible value. 

4. A Lightweight Three-party Privacy-preserving Authentication Key 
Exchange Protocol Using Smart Card 

In this section we give a detailed description of the proposed 3PPAKE protocol. The notations 

used in the protocol are shown in Table 1. Note that the hash functions used in this paper are a 

kind of functions other than a specific hash function. The protocol has three phases: the 

Registration Phase, the Authentication Phase and the Password-changing Phase. 
 

Table 1. Notations 

Notation Description 

S the trusted server 

A, B the users 

,A BID ID  the identity of A and B 

( )pE F  an elliptic curve over a finite field pF  

P a generator of a subgroup of pF  

,A BPW PW  A’s and B’ human-memorizable password respectively 

( )H   
a kind of cryptographically secure hash functions from 

*(0,1) {0,1}p  

u  the master secret key of the server 

,s sP  the private and public key pair of the server  

sk the session key 

||  the concatenation operator 

  the bitwise exclusive-OR operator 
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4.1 Registration Phase 

When a user U wants to register in a server S, U and S will perform the following three steps. 

Then, a smart card generated from S is issued to U.  

Step 1. U chooses his/her password 
UPW  and a random value b  from *

pZ  and computes 

( || )UH PW b . Then, U sends his/her identifier 
UID  and ( || )UH PW b  to S in a secure channel. 

Step 2. After receiving the message from the user, S first checks whether the identifier is 

valid. If it is not valid, S requests the user to send the registration message again. Otherwise, S 

chooses a random value 
Ur  from *

pZ  and computes ( || || ) ( || )U U U UV H u ID r H PW b   using 

its master secret key u . Then, S issues a smart card containing { , }U UID V   to U by a secure 

channel. S stores { , }U UID r  in its data center. 

Step 3. After receiving the message from the server, U imbeds the random value b  into the 

smart card. Now the smart card contains { , , }U UID b V . 

4.2 Authentication Phase 

If both the user A and the user B have registered in S, then A and B can achieve mutual 

authentication and agree on a session key with the help of S in an anonymous way. Suppose A 

has a password 
APW  and a smart card which contains { , , }A A AID b V  and B has a password 

BPW  and a smart card which contains { , , }B B BID b V . The process of the authentication is 

shown in Fig. 1. 

Step 1. A inserts his/her smart card into a card reader and inputs his/her password APW . The 

smart card firstly computes ( || )A AH PW b and ( || )A A A AW V H PW b  . Then, the smart card 

randomly selects three integers 1, Aa r and 2Ar from *

pZ  and computes AT aP  and 

1 ( || || )AK H a sP T sP   where sP  is the server’s public key. After that, the smart card 

continues to generate pseudo-IDs for A and B, i.e., 1 1( || )A A APID H K r ID   and 

1 2( || )B A BPID H K r ID  . The authentication message of A is generated by 

1( || )A AAuth H K W . Then, A sends 1 2{ , , , , , }A A A A B AT r r PID PID Auth  to the server S. On the 

other side, B proceeds the similar steps. B inserts his/her smart card into a card reader and 

inputs his/her password BPW . The smart card firstly computes ( || )B BH PW b and 

( || )B B B BW V H PW b  . Then, the smart card randomly selects three integers 1, Bb r and 

2Br from *

pZ  and computes bT bP  and 2 ( || || )BK H b sP T sP  . After that, the smart card 

continues to generate pseudo-IDs for B and A, i.e., 2 1( || )B B BPID H K r ID   and 

2 2( || )A B APID H K r ID  . The authentication message of B is generated by 

2( || )B BAuth H K W . Then, B sends 1 2{ , , , , , }B B B B A BT r r PID PID Auth  to the server S. 

Step 2. After receiving the messages from A and B, S first computes 

1 ( || || )AK H s aP T sP   and 2 ( || || )BK H s bP T sP   with S’s master secret key s . Then, on 

the one side S reveals the identities of both parties by computing 1 1( || )A A AID H K r PID   

and 1 2( || )B A BID H K r PID   from the messages sent by A and checks whether the 

authentication message 1( || )A AAuth H K W  holds. If it does not hold, S requests the user to 

send a new one. On the other side S reveals the identities of both parties by computing 

2 1( || )B B BID H K r PID   and 2 2( || )A B AID H K r PID   from the messages sent by B and 
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checks whether the authentication message 
2( || )B BAuth H K W  holds. If it does not hold, S 

also requests the user to send a new one. If both of the authentication messages are correct, 

then S checks whether the identities are matched between A and B. If they are matched S 

computes 
1( || || || || )SA A B A BAuth H K ID ID T T  and 

2( || || || || )SB B A B AAuth H K ID ID T T . 

Then, S sends { , , }A B SAT T Auth  to  A and to B respectively. 

Step 3. On one side when receiving the message { , }A SAT Auth , A’s smart card verifies the 

correctness of 
SAAuth . If it is not equal to 

1( || || || || )A B A BH K ID ID T T , the smart card refuses it. 

Otherwise, the smart card  computes the session key ( || || || || )AB B A B A Bsk H a T ID ID T T   and  

( || || || || )A AB A B A BH sk ID ID T T   as the comfirmation. Then, A sends A  to B. On the other 

side when receiving the message { , }B SBT Auth , B’s smart card proceeds the similar steps. B’s 

smart card verifies the correctness of 
SBAuth . If it is not equal to 2( || || || || )B A B AH K ID ID T T , 

the smart card refuses it. Otherwise, the smart card  computes the session key 

( || || || || )BA A A B A Bsk H b T ID ID T T   and  the confirmation ( || || || || )B BA B A B AH sk ID ID T T  . 

Then, B sends 
B  to A. 

Step 4. A and B check whether the equations ( || || || || )B BA B A B AH sk ID ID T T   and 

( || || || || )A AB A B A BH sk ID ID T T   hold rsespectively. If they hold, A and B can assure that the 

communication peer has computed the correct session key. Otherwise, they require the 

communication peer send the confirmation again. 

Server

*

1 2 , ,A A pSelect a r r Z

1, ( || || )AT aP K H a sP aP sP  

( || )A A A AW H PW b V 

1 1( || )A A APID H K r ID 

1 2( || )B A BPID H K r ID 

1( || )A AAuth H K W

1 2, , , , ,A A A A B AT r r PID PID Auth

*

1 2 , ,B B pSelect b r r Z

2, ( || || )BT bP K H b sP bP sP  

( || )B B B BW H PW b V 

2 1( || )B B BPID H K r ID 

2 2( || )A B APID H K r ID 

2( || )B BAuth H K W

1 2, , , , ,B B B B A BT r r PID PID Auth

1 ( || || )AK H s T aP sP 
2 ( || || )BK H s T aP sP 

 AVerify Auth  BVerify Auth

1 1( || )A A AID H K r PID 
2 1( || )B B BID H K r PID 

1 2( || )B A BID H K r PID 
2 2( || )A B AID H K r PID 

1( || || || || )SA A B A BAuth H K ID ID T T
2( || || || || )SB B A B AAuth H K ID ID T T

, ,A B SAT T Auth , ,B A SBT T Auth

 SAVerify Auth  SBVerify Auth

( || || || || )A B A B A Bsk H a T ID ID T T  ( || || || || )B A A B A Bsk H b T ID ID T T 

( || || || || )A A A B A BH sk ID ID T T  ( || || || || )B B B A B AH sk ID ID T T 

A

B BVerify   AVerify 

User A User B

 

Fig. 1. The authentication phase of the proposed protocol 
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4.3 Password-changing Phase 

When a user U wants to changes his/her password, U first inserts the smart card into a card reader, 

then keys the old password 
oldPW  and a new password 

newPW . U’s smart card computes 

( || ) ( || )new old old newV V H b PW H b PW    and then it updates 
oldV  by 

newV .  

5. Security Analysis and Performance 

5.1 Security Analysis 

We analyze the security of the proposed protocol in the random oracle model, i.e., suppose the 

Hash function is a random oracle. Some computational assumptions need to be given before 

starting the proof. 

Elliptic Curve Computational Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) Assumption: Let ( )pE F  denote an 

elliptic curve over the prime finite field pF . Let P be a generator on ( )pE F  and aP   and bP   

be two elements of ( )pE F . Given , , ,P aP bP cP , no efficient algorithm can compute abP  

with non-negligible probability where *, pa b Z . 

Elliptic Curve Decisional Diffie-Hellman (ECDDH) Assumption: Let ,aP bP  and cP  be 

three elements of ( )pE F . Given , , ,P aP bP cP , no efficient algorithm can decide whether 

cP abP  with non-negligible probability where *, , pa b c Z . 

Elliptic Curve Gap Diffie-Hellman (Gap-ECDH) Assumption: Let aP  and bP  be two 

elements of ( )pE F . Given , ,P aP bP  and an ECDDH oracle that correctly solves the 

decisional Diffie-Hellman problem, no efficient algorithm can compute abP  with 

non-negligible probability where *, pa b Z . 

Theorem 1 (AKE-Security) Let ( )pE F  denote an elliptic curve over the prime finite field 

pF  and G is the group in ( )pE F . Let PWD  be the distribution of the password and N be the 

size of the distribution. Let 3PPAKE be the protocol we proposed described in Fig.1. Let A  be 

an adversary against the AKE security  within a time bound t, making less than sq   Send 

queries, eq  Execute queries and less than Hq   random oracle queries, we have: 

 

                     

2 2

3

( ) 2
( ) (6 4 ) ( )ake Gap ECDHe s sH

PPAKE e H s H G

q q qq
Adv q q q q Adv t

p p N


    A            (2) 

 

Proof. For an easier analysis in the proof, we first exclude the events that some collisions 

appear on the transcripts 1 2{ , , , , , }A A A A B AT r r PID PID Auth , 1 2{ , , , , , }B B B B A BT r r PID PID Auth  

and some collisions appear on Hash functions. We also exclude the event that A  luckily 

guesses bit b  of the test session without interacting with the 3PPAKE protocol. Let excluded 

denote these events, then the probabilities of these events are bounded by: 
 

2 2( ) 1
Pr[ ]

2 2 2

e s H
q q q

excluded
p p


                                                           (3) 
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Now we can analyze the security of the protocol. Let S  be the event that A  breaks the 

AKE security of the 3PPAKE protocol. Let Pr[ ]S  be the probability of this event. Then we 

can further divide the event S  into two independent events. Let 1S  be the event that A  breaks 

the AKE security of the 3PPAKE protocol by breaking the password security. Let 
2S   be the 

event that A  breaks the AKE security of the 3PPAKE protocol without breaking the password 

security. Pr[ ]1S  and Pr[ ]S2  are probabilities of event 1S  and 
2S  respectively. Then, we 

have:  
 

Pr[ ] Pr[ ] Pr[ ] 1 2S S S                                                         (3) 

 

The probability of the event 1S  Actually, event 1S  can also be divided into three parts 

according to the different ways of breaking the password, i.e., corrupting the password directly, 

online dictionary attack and offline dictionary attack. We denote the probability of these three 

cases by Pr[ ]1corS , Pr[ ]1onS  and Pr[ ]1offS  respectively. Now we have: 

 

                                               1Pr[ ] Pr[ ] Pr[ ] Pr[ ]off  1 1cor 1onS S S S                                       (4) 

 

The probability of the event 1corS  From Fig. 1 we can see, although A  has corrupted 

password of the user A or B, he/she cannot get any further information. Since A  does not have 

the secret value AV  or BV  stored in the smart card, he/she cannot compute the authentication 

message AAuth  or BAuth . It means the authentication message cannot pass by S’s verification. 

So holding the password of user but no smart card gives no help to the adversary in breaking 

the AKE security of the 3PPAKE protocol. Note if the adversary has corrupted some user’s 

password then he/she cannot corrupt the user’s smart card and vice versa. Then, we have: 

 

                                                   1 2Pr[ ] Pr[ ]cor S S                                                                     (5) 

 

The probability of the event 1onS   Since we allow the adversary to obtain the smart card 

and get all the information in the smart card, when A  gets the smart card he/she can choose a 

potential password of  A or B  and uses this password to communicate with the server S. If S 

does not refuse A  it means A  correctly guesses the password of A or B. Then A  can further 

get the session key between A and B since the random number a  or b  is chosen by the 

adversary himself/herself. Let N  be the size of the password space and sq  be the numbers of 

Send queries A  can make, then Pr[ ]1onS  can be bounded as follows: 

 

                                                              Pr[ ] sq

N
1onS                                                                      (6) 

 

The probability of the event 1offS  If A  can break the AKE security of the 3PPAKE 

protocol by offline dictionary attack then we can construct an algorithm to break Gap-ECDH 

assumption. When we get a Gap-ECDH tuple ( ,mP nP ), we substitute the server S’s public 

key sP  by nP  and simulate the protocol for A . We answer the queries of A  as in the real 

protocol in the random oracle model. Here we have to note that we do not know the value n  of 
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nP , so when A  asks a send query to S by 
1 2{ , , , , , }A A A A B AT aP r r PID PID Auth  we cannot 

answer it directly. In such case we check whether there is a record , , ,Ah anP T nP   in the 

hash list (the hash list records the queries to the hash oracle and the corresponding answers) 

where ||( )||Ah H anP T nP . If there is the record we can easily answer this query using the 

record. Otherwise, we will choose a random value h  and let || ||(* )Ah H T nP , i.e., asking 

the hash oracle by ourselves. Then we store ,(*, , )Ah T nP   in the hash list and answer the 

corresponding query using this record. From now on when A  asks a hash query by , ,Ax T nP , 

we firstly check whether ECDDH( , )Ax T nP  by an ECDDH oracle. If the equation does not 

hold we refuse it. If the equation holds, it means the adversary provides the correct ECDH 

tuple. In this way, we further check whether there is a record ,( , , )Ah anP T nP   or 

,(*, , )Ah T nP   in the hash list. If ,( , , )Ah anP T nP   is in the hash list, it means A  asked 

this query before and we answer h  to A . If ,(*, , )Ah T nP   is in hash list, it means we asked 

the hash query instead of A . In such case, we answer h  to A  and update *  with x  in the 

hash list. If there is no record of ,( , , )Ah anP T nP   and ,(*, , )Ah T nP  , we choose a 

random value 'h  and let ||' ( )||Ah H x T nP . Then, we answer A  by 'h  and store the 

',( , , )Ah x T nP   in the hash list. 

Now the simulation is perfect then we can consider the offline dictionary attack. We 

select ith Execute query from [1, ]sq  and substitute AT  (or BT ) which is the random value 

chosen by A(or B) in this session by mP (the Gap-ECDH tuple we chose at the beginning). 

Suppose A  can guess the password of A(or B) from the ith Execute query then we can 

compute ( , )ECDDH mP nP  by calling A  as a subroutine. Here we take A’s session as an 

example. A  can get 1 2{ , , , , , }A A A A B AT r r PID PID Auth  from an Execute query. Then A   

continues to corrupt the smart card of A and gets 
AV . Now A  can choose 'APW  as a potential 

password of A and compute ' 'A A AW V PW  . If A  can guess the password offline then A  

must have computed 
1K  and verified the equation 1( || ')A AAuth H K W . Since all the queries 

are answered in the random oracle model, if A  knows 
1K  it means he/she has asked a hash 

query by ( , ,AmnP T mP nP ), i.e., A  has computed mnP . Then we can use A  to solve the 

ECDH( ,mP nP ) problem. Suppose the probability that A  chooses the transcript from the ith 

Execute query to guess the correct password is 1/ eq  and the probability that we get ECDH 

value by picking randomly in the hash list is 1/ hq . Let ( )Gap ECDH

GAdv t  be the advantage that 

A  breaks the Gap-ECDH assumption and t be  the running time of ( )Gap ECDH

GAdv t . Then we 

can bound the probability that A  chooses the transcript from the ith Execute query and 

successfully guesses the password of A(or B). 

 

                                                     Pr[ ] ( )Gap ECDH

e H Gq q Adv t1offS                                           (7) 

 

From the equations (2)-(5) we can conclude: 

              1 1 1 1 2Pr[ ] Pr[ ] Pr[ ] Pr[ ] Pr[ ] ( )Gap ECDHs
cor o off e H G

q
q q Adv t

N

     S S S S S              (8) 

The probability of the event 2S  If A  breaks the AKE security of the 3PPAKE protocol 
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without breaking the password then we can construct an algorithm to break Gap-ECDH 

assumption. Since A  does not guess the real password of A or B, A  cannot compute the 

correct authentication message 
AAuth  or 

BAuth . So if A  wants to pass the verification of S 

he/she can only ask the Execute query or replay the messages that A or B sents. In such case, 

we imbed a Gap-ECDH  problem Gap-ECDH( ,mP nP ) into a session to replace 
AT  and 

BT . If 

A  chooses this session as the test session and gets the session key of this session it means that 

A  has computed ECDH( , )A BT T . Since all the hash oracles are answered in the random oracle 

model, it means A  must have asked a hash oracle by ( ECDH( , ), , , ,A B A B A BT T ID ID T T ). Then 

we can check  the hash list and find the value of ECDH( , )A BT T , i.e., mnP . Note here we still 

need to ask an ECDDH oracle to make the simulation perfect for A . Suppose the probability 

that A  chooses the right session we chose as the test session is 1/ ( )e sq q . Suppose the 

probability that we get ECDH value by picking randomly in the hash list is 1/ Hq . Then we 

can bound  the probability that A  breaks the AKE security of the 3PPAKE without breaking 

the password: 

 

                                          2Pr[ ] ( ) ( )Gap ECDH

e s H Gq q q Adv t S                                               (9) 

 

From equations (2), (6), (7) we can obtain the probability that A  breaks the AKE 

security of the 3PPAKE as follows: 

3

2 2

( ) 2 Pr[ '] 1

                    2 Pr[ Pr[ ]] 1

                    2 Pr[ ] Pr[ ] Pr[ ] 1

( ) 2
                    (6 4 ) ( )

ake

PPAKE

Gap ECDHe s sH
e H s H G

Adv b b

excluded

excluded

q q qq
q q q q Adv t

p p N



  

  

   


    

1 2

A

S

S S                      (10) 

Theorem 2 (Anonymity). The proposed 3PPAKE protocol can provide the identity protection 

for both the initiator and the responder under the Gap-ECDH assumption. 

Proof. The security proof of the anonymity is similar to the proof of the AKE security of the 

3PPAKE protocol so we just give a brief explanation. If A  can break the anonymity of the 

3PPAKE protocol we can construct an algorithm to solve the Gap-ECDH problem by calling 

A  as a subroutine. When we get a Gap-ECDH tuple Gap-ECDH( ,mP nP ), we embed this 

tuple into the 3PPAKE protocol to replace the value AT  (or BT ) and the public key of the 

trusted server. From the description of the 3PPAKE protocol we can see if A  can obtain the 

identity of the communication parties, he/she must know the value 1 1( || )AH K r  and 

1 2( || )AH K r  from A or 2 1( || )BH K r  and 2 2( || )BH K r  from B. It means that A  must have 

asked the hash query by 1 1( , )AK r  and 1 2( , )AK r  or 2 1( , )BK r  and 2 2( , )BK r . As the proof in the 

Theorem 1 we know A  has computed 1K  or 2K  then we can compute mnP  by checking the 

hash list we established. So if the Gap-ECDH problem is hard then the proposed 3PPAKE 

protocol can provide the identity protection for both users. 

5.1 Performance 

In this section we show the performance of the proposed 3PPAKE protocol by comparing with 

some related three-party authenticated key exchange protocols. To the best of our knowledge 
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the 3AKE protocols which can provide the privacy-preserving property for both 

communication parties are only Juang et al. [18] and ours. We also make a comparison with an 

efficient password-based 3AKE protocol [12] which does not use the smart card. Table 2 

shows the comparison between the proposed 3PPAKE protocol and some related 3AKE 

protocols in terms of computation costs and some other properties. 

In order to present an objective and detailed comparison, we make the computation costs 

analysis on the basis of the implementation results in [24]. The experiment is implemented on 

an ellipse curve which is over a finite field with 512 bits prime p  and a large prime order 

q =160 bits. Since the device on the user side is often constrained by the processing speed, the 

computation cost of the user is evaluated by Philips HiPersmart card. The Philips HiPersmart 

card provides a 32-bit RISC MIPS-based processor and equips a five-stage pipeline 2 KB 

instruction cache, 256 KB flash memory and 16 KB RAM, as well as offers a maximum clock 

speed of 36 MHz. The computational costs on the server side are evaluated using a Pentium IV 

processor with 512 MB RAM. Both the user and the server sides make use of the publicly 

available library MIRACL [25]. Table 3 and Table 4 show the experimental data for some 

related cryptographic operations and related protocols on the Philips HiPersmart card and on 

the Pentium IV processor, respectively. From Table 2 and Table 4 we can see, compared with 

Juang et al.'s scheme [18] our scheme has better performance in computation cost and 

communication cost. The computation cost of users in our scheme is 0.397s while 0.647s in 

[18]. It reduces about 61% computation cost of [18]. It is attractive for the user since the 

communication device on the user side is often constrained by processing speed. Compared 

with Chang et al.'s scheme [12] although a smart card is used in the proposed scheme, it has 

better performance on computation cost of the server. Meanwhile, [12] cannot provide 

privacy-preserving property. So based on an overall consideration of efficiency and security, 

our scheme performs better in terms of communication costs, computational costs as well as 

security.  

 
Table 2. Comparison between the proposed 3PPAKE protocol and some related 3AKE protocols 

Protocol Communication costs Communication 

rounds  

Privacy 

preserving 

Two 

factor 

Provable 

security User Server 

Chang et 

al.’s [12] 
3 5e HT T  4 4e HT T  6 No No 

Yes 

Juang et 

al.’s [18] 

1 2

5 2

p m

H s

T T

T T



 
 

1 2

5 2

p m

H s

T T

T T



 
 

6 Yes Yes 
No 

Ours 3 7m HT T  2 8m HT T  4 Yes Yes Yes 

 

Table 3. Computational costs of related cryptographic operations on different devices 

Devices Cryptographic operations 

pT  eT  mT  sT  HT  

TMHiPerSmart  36 MHz  0.38s 0.14s 0.13s <0.001s <0.001s 

Pentium IV 3GHz  3.16ms 1.32ms 1.17ms <0.01ms <0.01ms 

 

 Table 4. Computational costs of related protocols on different devices 

Devices Protocols 

Chang et al.’s [12] Juang et al.’s [18] Ours 

User Server User Server User Server 
TMHiPerSmart  36 MHz  0.425s - 0.647s - 0.397s - 
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Pentium IV 3GHz  - 5.32ms - 5.57ms - 2.42ms 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper we propose a lightweight 3PPAKE protocol using smart card which can protect 

both of the communication parties’ privacy. The proposed 3PPAKE protocol is provably 

secure in the random oracle model. The performance comparison shows the advantage of the 

3PPAKE protocol. It reduces lots of computation costs on the user side so the new scheme is 

more suitable for practical applications especially in the computation constrained environment. 

Our further work will be on the PAKE protocol which provides privacy for the user not only 

against the attacker but also the server. It means the user can login to the server in an 

anonymous way. 
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